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is your Camry Hybrid dealer

1 YEAR WARRANTY*

Vehicle body colour might differ from the printed photos 
in this catalogue. Toyota Kirloskar Motor reserves the 
right to alter details of specifications and equipment 
without notice. The accessories shown are indicative and 
are subject to availability. Check with your nearest 
Toyota dealer for warranty policy on accessories.

THE CHANGE DRIVEN BY OVER 5 MILLION

www.toyotamakemycar.in
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THOUGHTFULLY ADVANCED



Impressive 
Style

Side Visor with 
Chrome

Tail Lamp 
Chrome Garnish

Rear Reflector 
Chrome Garnish

Relaxed Luxury

Floor Mat Fabric (Hybrid)

Car Cushion

Wooden Panel Attachments

Vanity Sun Visor (Ivory)

Head Up Display (HUD)
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Practicality & Utility

Luggage Tray

Trunk Mat (Hybrid)

Cargo Net

Trunk Organiser

Front Sunshade

Car Cover (Silver)
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ADVANCED IS SMARTLY 
DESIGNED ACCESSORIES.
THOUGHTFUL IS MORE 
CONVENIENCE IN EVERY DRIVE.



RESPECT EARNED AT EVERY TURN
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IMPRESSIVE STYLE

Side Visor with Chrome
PZ033-06003
Add a sleek, elegant look to the side of the car and minimise wind noise and 
turbulence.

Tail Lamp Chrome Garnish 
PZ049-06002
Adds a touch of sophistication 
and refinement to the rear profile 
of the car.

Rear Reflector Chrome Garnish 
PZ049-06003
Gives a highly elegant look to the 
rear, enhancing the car’s image for 
those approaching from the rear.
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Floor Mat Fabric (Hybrid) 
PZ000-06801
Exquisitely manufactured the luxuriously 
smooth texture will be a perfect 
addition to your Camry Hybrid.

MAKES YOU FEEL AT HOME

RELAXED LUXURY

Wooden Panel Attachments
PZ015-06004
Enhance the luxurious atmosphere 
inside with these wooden panel 
attachments that blend perfectly 
with the Camry Hybrid interiors.

Car Cushion 
PZ010-0K621
Ease back and relax comfortably with this 
specially designed cushion.
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Luggage Tray 
PZ002-06006
The waterproof luggage tray 
maximises protection for your 
trunk carpet so that you can 
accommodate soiled golf 
shoes and wet diving gear 
without any risk.

Trunk Mat (Hybrid)
PZ002-06804
Protect your trunk carpet from 
dirt and dust with this 
easy-to-clean mat.

Cargo Net
PZ003-06001
The dual net design secures 
loose items in the trunk, reducing 
movement while driving.

MAKES YOU FEEL AT HOME

RELAXED LUXURY
LIFE WITHOUT BOUNDARIES 

PRACTICALITY & UTILITY

Vanity Sun Visor (Ivory)
PZ081-00014-01
Enjoy the convenience of added storage 
space for CDs, sunglasses, cell phone, pen 
and visiting cards, all within easy reach. 

Head Up Display (HUD)
PZ065-06005
Keep your attention on the road 
while the Head up Display projects 
vehicle speed on the windscreen 
at eye level.
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LIFE WITHOUT BOUNDARIES 

PRACTICALITY & UTILITY

VEHICLE INTEGRATION
Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed 
alongside each Toyota vehicle for ultimate 
design integration resulting in easy 
installation, perfect integration and superior 
quality assurance. 

ENSURED SAFETY
Toyota Genuine Accessories are 
manufactured based on years of research 
and development coupled with multiple 
rigorous tests to ensure safety and durability. 

BUILT TO LAST 
All Toyota Genuine Accessories are built to 
withstand tough treatment. Coupled with 
Toyota Accessories Warranty when fitted by 
an authorised dealer, they deliver peace of 
mind on reliability and durability.

ECO-FRIENDLY
Toyota Genuine Accessories are SoC* 
free ensuring that Toyota contributes to a 
greener planet. 

WHY BUY GENUINE? 
TOYOTA GENUINE 
ACCESSORIES
(TGA) ADVANTAGE

Toyota Genuine accessories are designed and 
manufactured with Toyota's strict engineering and 
testing standards designed to integrate perfectly with 
each Toyota model for better fit, styling and  
performance for maximum quality assurance.

Trunk Organiser
PZ002-0K603
Conveniently place and arrange 
various items in the trunk with 
this organier.

Front Sunshade
PZ013-06005
Ensure a cooler car cabin even 
when parked under the sun. This 
is designed to perfectly fit your 
Camry Hybrid.

Car Cover (Silver)
PZ045-06004
Protect your vehicle in extreme 
weather conditions. The snug 
fitting ensures maximum 
coverage.

*Substance of Concern


